Gateway To Dreams is proud to introduce St Louis Dreamers and Dream Champions!

This Spring Gateway to Dreams will be publishing their inaugural publication of St. Louis Dreamers and Dream Champions. Our book will be celebrating the journey of 40 St. Louis Dreamers who are impacting the St. Louis area positively. Many of our participants are Gateway to Dreams’ own members. Our men and women are taking steps to make their dreams happen, supporting each other along the way and stepping outside of their comfort zones. Amazing realizations of dreams are occurring because of this boldness and shared support. Part of any dream is sharing your story: your journey, where you have taken just a glimmer of an idea to the fruition of a dream. Sometimes people are uncomfortable with this step, but it is through sharing that others can learn and be supported.

It’s not too late to share your dream journey in Gateway to Dreams Spring 2017 Edition of St. Louis Dreamers and Dream Champions! Dream stories, big and small, professional and personal, are being shared to celebrate accomplished dreamers and encourage other dreamers. Do you want your dream story to be part of Gateway to Dreams first annual book? We are accepting 40 participants and are well over halfway there, but a few spots remain. For more information please email Karen Hoffman at Karen.Hoffman@GatewaytoDreams.org or join our FaceBook group St. Louis Dreamers and Dream Champions. Participation includes a professional photoshoot by Marian Brickner, an interview and story written by Andrea Blevins, your own copy of St. Louis Dreamers and Dream Champions and a huge celebration at our launch party with fellow participants early June. This is a fundraiser for Gateway to Dreams, so a $100 donation for a page with one picture or $125 for a page with two pictures is required for participation; sponsorships are available if this is not financially possible. Want to help in another way? We are looking for sponsors for dreamers whose dream needs to be shared, but cannot financially afford a donation. As a sponsor, your name or your company’s name will be printed on your dreamers’ page. We are eternally grateful for our sponsors’ generosity! Without you, some very important dreams would not be able to be shared. To become a sponsor, please contact Karen Hoffman or Andrea Blevins at mrs.andreablevins@gmail.com.

Quote of the Month:
“Magic is believing in yourself, if you can do that, you can make anything happen.” - Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
Don’t Miss This Marketing Opportunity For You And Your Business!

Would you like to have your company featured in the Dream Spotlight? Every month we will feature a member and their business for a low fee! Contact Diane Carson at diane@promoxpertz.com for complete information if you would like to be the next featured dreamer!

Monthly Dream spotlight:

Member: Jennifer Tamborski
Email: Jennifer@virtualadminexperts.com
Website: www.virtualadminexperts.com
Phone: (314) 277-8250

What is your background? I have over 20 years’ experience in the administrative field. I began working as a virtual assistant and event coordinator in 2005. Last year I began building a team of virtual assistants to help local Entrepreneurs grow their business. I also have a BS in Environmental Science from Quincy University.

What is your current business? I own Virtual Admin Experts. At VAE we work with our clients in a collaborative, one-on-one relationship of ongoing administrative support. We are experienced administrative professionals who provide services once only available to large companies.

How did you find G2D? I was introduced to Karen by my cousin, who thought we would make a good connection. As it turns out she was right, I jumped into this organization with both feet and haven’t looked back.

How has G2D impacted you? Not only have I met some amazing supportive people. But Karen & Gateway have helped me grow my solo-business into a company with employees. I am grateful every day that I met Karen and decided to become a member of Gateway.

Jennifer’s dream list:
1. To continue to grow VAE
2. To create another business focused on retreats

Hello, I’m Deborah LeeAnn (aka Deborah Morley), Founder and President of Authentic Leadership Consulting & Academy and Leadership Presence Coach, Trainer, and Speaker.
My clients are forward thinking leaders and organizations who realize - and are ready - to change in order to grow and expand their influence, impact and income.
Something you may not know is that I have this intuitive ability to see and hold space for women and the organizations they lead to step into their potential.
Decades of human resources, organizational development, consulting and training, has provided me with knowledge of both inner and outer leadership competencies that can be grown and enhanced in each person, allowing them to lead with more Authenticity, Grace and Power.
My favorite coaching tip is around breathing deeply. Slowing the breath, feeling your feet and allowing your heart to expand before speaking, presenting, networking or a difficult conversation — creating the space for deeper and more authentic conversation.

You can reach me via email at Deorah@DeborahLeeAnn.com or on my cell 314 800 7694. I offer a one-time 45 minute synergy session to discuss where you want to go, where you are and if I’m the guide to support you. The link to my calendar is http://bit.ly/DeborahLeeAnn
Dream Achiever: Donna Gamache

Donna Gamache is one of Gateway’s extraordinary dreamers who has shared her story in St. Louis Dreamers and Dream Champions. She purposely chose to be part of Gateway to Dreams’ first book to share her message that achieving dreams can happen to ordinary women and men. While admitting that she has had many opportunities throughout her life, Donna recognizes she is just an ordinary woman. Donna believes that if she can reach so many goals and milestones in her life, anyone can. Her dream of helping others and being there to support her family has come through in a myriad of different ways. She hopes that through sharing her story others will be encouraged and realize achieving their dream is possible! Please take a peek into the dream journey Donna shared with St. Louis Dreamers and Dream Champions.

“You are more than enough in God’s eyes.” This is a statement that Donna Gamache believes so strongly, that she recently wrote an entire book, Flaws and All: You Are More Than Enough, around this premise. However, it is an idea that had to grow within her heart, spreading each step of her dream journey.

Donna’s early career in corporate America had left her soul feeling dry and brittle. She knew she was working in a place where she could not stay, no matter how successful she was. With the support of her husband, Donna transitioned to a consulting career to help women feel beautiful and confident.

Her life and dream journey has taken her from the Director of the eWomenNetwork, St. Louis chapter, to co-boutique owner, to the founding St. Louis Director of the Tapestry Network, a Christian women’s business networking group. Today, Donna is living out her dream through working with the Tapestry Network, coaching and speaking for her own company Donna Gamache Global as a Stunning Style Strategist, and through her book, Flaws and All: You Are More Than Enough, and being a member of Gateway to Dreams.

While leaving the security of corporate America was a bold move, it has enabled Donna to grow and achieve her dream of helping others. Donna
is successfully spreading her soulful message to women, that who they are created to be is already beautiful. According to Donna, so many women do not feel that who God created them to be is sufficient. To help her clients change this mindset, Donna walks beside them as a coach, supporting them and challenging them to see the beautiful creation God created in them. Through consultations, Donna helps women find their own personal sense of style and beauty, as well as supporting them emotionally, to let their true beauty shine through. This humbling process is a journey Donna herself has gone through, emerging stronger and more confident in herself. Now, it is a joy for her to reach out, helping to support other women to do the same.

However, Donna wanted to reach more women with this message than she could through coaching and consultations alone. For this reason, Donna opened her heart in a book, sharing with all women everywhere that they, “are more than enough in God’s eyes!”

Speaker, director, author, and founder of her own company, Donna has been generously blessed, achieving many dreams, never forgetting that she is just an ordinary woman; God has these blessings available for all of us. If she can do these things, anyone can. Hoping to challenge and change women’s perceptions of themselves, Donna continues to support organizations such as Gateway to Dreams, to spread her message to women everywhere. God has shown Donna that her career is not about fashion, instead it is about helping women feel beautiful, content and confident.

Donna can be reached at Donna@DonnaGamache.com for coaching, consulting, and presentations. Flaws and All: You Are More Than Enough is available on her website at DonnaGamache.com and on Amazon. Your first consultation with this incredibly wise and gifted woman is free! What a great gift that is for all Gateway Dreamers and women everywhere! To read more about Donna’s dream, as well as other Gateway Members’ dream stories, purchase a copy of St. Louis Dreamers and Dream Champions this coming June on Amazon or at Gateway to Dreams.